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between railroad companies and employee seems to be re-

garded with favor.

A bill to reduce passenger fares to a uniform rate of two

cents per mile will command a considerable support, and

possibly may be adopted for the main lines of the Vanderbilt

roads. It is hardly probable, however. as a close analysis of

the traffic shows that the volume will not at present warrant

such a reduction, and its effect would be to stop the building

of new lines in the northern part of the state. The members

from that region understand that, and are likely to be solid

against the bill.

A bill to require the application of driver brakes and their
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use upon all mixed trains is the last to be introduced, and

will doubtless have favorable consideration.

Our legislature has now adjourned until the 12th inst., to

permit the several committees to inspect the state institu-

tions. There will be twenty-four days remaining, after they

reconvene, for the introduction of new bills, and doubtless

the hopper will be ﬁlled to overﬂowing by the time the limi-

tation shall expire. M-
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Transportation of Baggage.

To rm: Enrroa or ran RAILROAD Gazrrrx:

General Alexander, in the January “ Scribner," has one or

two remarks upon possible changes in some of our transpor-

tation methods which may turn out to be prophetic. One is

that the carriage of baggage should be considered a charge

separate from the carriage of the passenger, with_the possible

result that tickets for travelers without trunks could be sold

at less price than now, while the price for travelers with

baggage would be no more than at present. Doubtless this

is a rosy view to take, but it does not follow that it has not

an element of truth. We all know that in Europe there is

an extra charge for luggage. Probably the American cus-

tom of allowing so many pounds to each passenger arose

from the circumstances surrounding traveling 50 years ago.

Then few started from home without baggage; indeed, no one

traveled without full consideration and elaborate prepara-

tions. But now the case is reversed. Practically, therefore,

by continuing the ancient custom, we charge upon the un-

burdened traveler the expenses of carrying Saratoga trunks

to the summer resorts. The old need of traveling always

with impedimenta has passed away. Why, then, should the

old double charge without distinction be retained ? The only

way to discuss this question proﬁtably is through statistics,

and for these we must call upon our general baggage agents

and other officials familiar with the facts. By all means let

us know just how much the carriage of baggage costs our

railroads—acttial outlay, I mean. Then let the result be

stated by the 150 pounds and by the mile. \Vill not some

one connected with these departmentsdevote a few hours,

- now while traﬂic is light, to collecting ﬁgures bearing upon

this subject and let them be given to your readers ? This

would lead to the further idea whether the carriage of bag-

gage (supposing the charge separated) could not be done bet-

ter and more cheaply by a separate company than by the

railroad. .

It has often been remarked lately that the Inter-state Com-

merce Law is a powerful incentive to consolidation. Ad-

mitting the truth of this we cannot see any prospect in the

near future for the union of the stronger lines, of the New

York Central with the Pennsylvania for example. Never-

theless we see signs of combination in minor things. Take

parlor cars, for instance. Why should a railroad not build

and run its own drawing-room cars and thus secure to itself

the proﬁt? Because experience has demonstrated that there
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Tracks at East St. Louis.

1' Represents semaphore.

'§§",- 3 Represents pot signal.
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Tracks between Poplar Street and West Mouth of Tunnel, St. Louis.
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the Indianapolis & St. Louis, the Vandalia. the Ohio it

Mississippi and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy are con-

trolled trom this station.

The station is a two-story octagonal wooden tower, with

basement, placed at the intersection of the tracks of the In-

dianapolis 8: St. Louis and the Vandalia with those of the

St. Louis Bridge & Tunnel Co. On the first ﬂoor are placed

three hydraulic accumulators and their pumps, and an up-

right boiler which is ordinarily used as an air reservoir, but

which can be ﬁred up and uud for generating steam in case

of serious accident to the air compressing plant. The pumps

are operated, as has been said, by compressed air supplied

from the East abutment compressor station, and are made

to work automatically in order to meet the constant demands

made upon the accumulators by the operation of the switch

and signal apparatus. The accumulators are so connected

that they can be used singly or all together, as occasion de-

mands.

The second story of the tower contains the telegraph oper-

ators’ table, electric indicators and signal bells. and an 80-

lever interlocking frame, which extends around ﬂve sides of

the tower. Of these 80 levers 70 are in present use, the

other ten being reserved for future extensions. But the eﬁi.

ciency of this system is not to be measured by the number of

levers alone, for with these 70 levers we operate 138 switches

and signals; and since one signal lever may operate, in a

manner that will be explained later, nine different signals

these 70 signals do the work of about 200 of the ordinary

type of interlocking. Moreover, the levers being so small

and so easily handled, it is necessary to have but one lever-

man on duty at a time. Three lever-men are regularly em-

nloyed at this station, working in shifts of eight hours each.

The locking frame is of the Saxby 8: Farmer type, which

is too well known to need further description; but the levers

are adapted tothe use of hydraulic pressure for operating

the switches and signals, instead of the wires or rods in or-

dinary use. End and front elevations of a section of the

locking frame, showing a signal lever and its connections, are
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given in ﬁg. 1. The locking frame is divided into ﬁve sec- 1.. four-position one, the‘ others three-position.

tions of sixteen levers each.

In front of the frame, between it and the sidesof the build-

ing, is a series of “manifold” valves (shown in section in ﬁg.

1), the upper pipe of which, called the pressure pipe, is tilled

with ﬂuid, under pressure, from the accumulators; the lower

pipe, called the “relief,” is not connected with the accumu-

lators, and the ﬂuid it contains is, therefore, under no

pressure except that due to the hydrostatic pressure.
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Upon reversing the lever (which is here shown in its nor-

mal position, that is to say, giving a red signal) the ﬂap is

revolved a quarter turn by means of the bevel gear segment

A, by which motion the locking is eﬂ’ected. At the same

time the cam plate B is drawn back, lifting the valve stein .

20, which raises the upper part of the valve off its seat and

closes the lower portion. Communication is thus established

between the pressure pipe and the upper eduction port.

whence the pressure is transmitted through the lower educ-

tion port to the column of ﬂuid in the distributing pipe. At

the signal end of this pipe a simple ram is used to opei ate the

semaphore or the pot signal. When the lever is restored to

its normal position the position of the valves is reversed, and

the lower eduction port is opened to the relief, thereby re-

leasing the pressure from the signal and distributing pi pe'. A

counterweight brings the signal to the normal po~ition (dan-

ger), at the same time forcing the piston to the normal end

of the cylinder. The small amount of ﬂuid thus displaced

passes back through the distributing and relief pipes, and is

discharged into a tank on top of the tower, whence it is re-

turned to the pumps. 2 2 ' '

The operation of the switch levers is precisely the same as

that of the signal lever, except that, since in this case theuse

of a counterweight is impracticable, pressure must be ap-

plied to the piston in the switch cylinder to bring it back to

its normal position; hence two pressure pipes, the “normal” _

and the “reverse,” are connected with each switch move-

ment and with each switch lever.

The distributing pipes pass down from the lever room “to

the basement, from which they are distributed through the

area covered by the interlocking by means of brick conduits.

These conduits are large enough to afford easy access to the

pipes which are arranged upon the walls in racks. For con-

venience in tracing the pipes brass tags are attached at fre-

quent intervals, each bearing a number corresponding with

the number of the lever in the tower to which the pipe be-

longs. Over 65,000 feet of pipe is used at the East St. Louis

station alone.

[Mr. Eayres gives a careful description of the hydraulic

switch apparatus, which has been superseded by the hydro-

pneumatic apparatus and therefore is not printed here.—En-

1TOR.]

The Wuerpel hydro-pneumatic switch apparatus is shown

in ﬁg. 2. This apparatus is much simpler in construction

than the original one. It is very prompt in action; and as

the stroke of the main piston is an inch and a half more than

the throw of switch, the switch points cannot fail to close up

to the rail, unless the track is more than 1,1»; inches out of

gauge. '

The apparatus consists of a hydraulic cylinder .4 into

either end of which pressure can be admitted by the oper-

ation of the switch lever in the tower. The piston of this

cylinder carries a forked arm which engages with a stud on

the stem of the double air valve 1’. The movement of - the

l -' draulic piston operates the air valve, by which air

